of powers of 2 that divides n; E k , the canonical line bundle over RP k .
Conjecture l(s) is implied by Conjecture 2(s).
Conjecture 2(s) ( [B-D] ). // d>6s and ^j, then gd((2a+l)£ 2d )> 2d~6s-2. D They show that this, in turn, is a direct consequence of their Conjecture 3(5). Let RPl be the cofiber
Conjecture 3(s) ([B-D]). // d> 6s and ^, then
In a difficult reduction, Bendersky and Davis deduce Conjecture 3(s) from a purely algebraic conjecture involving unstable Brown-Peterson homology information. We need some terminology. The BP cooperations are 
Conjecture 7(s) ([B-D]). For b large (2b^3s+ 1),

s^Wb . D
It is fairly easy to see that 7(s) implies 7(s-1). We show this later. The module W b is where Bendersky and Davis do their calculations. In fact, they set h 2 , h 3 , etc. equal to zero in W b and can still show l(s) for ,s<6.
Theorem 8 (Bendersky-Davis 9 [B-D]). Conjecture l(s) is true for and Conjecture l(s)=^> Conjecture 3(s)=$> Conjecture 2(s)=$> Conjecture l(s).
Rather than to show directly that the elements of W b are nonzero, we have concentrated on describing the entire structure of W b through the necessary range. A few calculations make this structure clear. Its simplicity pulled the author into believing he would be able to prove the conjectures of [B-D] . Difficulties arose. The attempt to prove it almost works, but the way is blocked by one troublesome element. We describe this structure in Section 2. This leads to our version of the conjecture. We have In the process of our investigation, the idea of BP metastability became clear and we hope it will be of independent interest. Let jBP n } be the £-spectrum for BP, see [R-W] or [W] . Using the homology suspension, we can identify QBP*BP n with its image in BP*BP. We get (14) Theorem IS (the metastable range We would like to thank Martin Bendersky and Don Davis for sharing their insights into this problem. This paper owes a large debt to their work. Also, our computation of the s =6 and 7 cases would have been impossible without the tables supplied by Don Davis. We thank Douglas Ravenel and Hirotaka Tamanoi for many conversations about the problem. Thanks also to Professor Shimada and the RIMS, Kyoto University, for their hospitality during much of this work. We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of the Johns Hopkins University, the N.S.F., and Ministry of Education in Japan.
We prove our metastable results in Section 1 and we fill Section 2 with our thoughts on the Bendersky-Davis Conjectures. § 1. The Metastable Range When we need specific generators for BP%, we use Araki's [Ar] . Their main property is :
8>0 |>0
To compute the right unit we have
where the R indicates the formal group sum with coefficients written on the right. This follows as in [R] , see [B-D] . We use a similar notation, L, for the formal group law written on the left. Sometimes we use F for L or when there is no difference between left and right. There is a different, but equally frustrating, formula for the right unit.
We use the formula, Theorem 11.111, p. 80, of [W] . After rearranging and inserting an x, it reads S (fl(^)) a(x = S fl,-x'' +1 = S F iijjc* 1 , and
The result follows by substitution.
Remark. There is a misprint in 11.111. This induces a filtration, FjM n , of M n . Let E Q M n denote the associated graded object. Since we will always be working in a finite range our filtration is finite.
We need a fact about the right unit. Proof. This follows from 1.6 and 2. The following is an automatic Corollary of 2.7, 2.9 and 2.10. by A{®^->A?* +1+ '®r» + i-l -. It is easy to check that the map is well defined. Furthermore, the map Is an isomorphism in negative degrees. This is true simply because the generators and relations go to the generators and relations. It may be helpful, however, to observe first that just from generators and relations.
The map takes \®x to /zf +1 ®r 3 * 9 so If 2(l®x)=0, we can apply Proposition 2.13 (c) to prove part (b). Part (a) follows from (b). Part (c) is gruesome computation actually carried out modulo x ll 9 but the proofs of 2.13 and Theorem 13 imply that it is true modulo x 13 also. G The main differences In our approach to proving Conjecture 7 and that in [B-D] are threefold. We like to eliminate powers of 2. They like to eliminate powers of %. We like the left BP* module structure, they like to move things to the right. We use Boardman's basis. Bendersky and Davis told us before we began this project that the [2]-sequence played a nasty roll. The only way to approach Conjecture 12 is to write 2(1®*) = -1®S <*iX <+1 9 »>o and it seems that we have reduced the entire problem to the nasty [2]-sequence.
The only positive, non computational step we made towards a proof of Conjecture 12 is the following. on the right have \hT 2t~1 \^\u i x 2t~1 \ so they are all zero except hi l ®u l x, which only has one power of x so it is not a given relation. The same thing occurs in the very first sum. The first term of the second sum is 4(1®;*;). Using [B-D] it is easy to see that this is zero. We have 4(1®*) = 2(1 ®2x) = -= 0 , 
